We are a registered ISO Company and certified to
AS-9100C and Nadcap capabilities

Largest Car Bottom Furnace on the East Coast- We
can process your tanks and large weldments

Rigid Quality Controls- Strict quality and
documentation standards overseen by quality
representatives and staff metallurgists

Technical Support- Contact our experts through our

Experienced People- Our employees are among

Special Services- From hand racking your parts to

State of the Art Equipment and Processes- We
have the latest heat treating systems, control
intrumentation, processes, and testing procedures.
This results in precise, repeatable, high performance
products

Hydrogen or Argon Processing- Bright hardening,

Quality Processing- We can meet TS, Mis-Spec,

ASTM, or company specific specs

A production line of state of the art vacuum heat
treat furnaces

Superior Service- Our entire team is comitted to
providing reliable performance you can count on

Rotary Hearth Furnace-For low cost processing of
volume parts

Automated integral quench furnaces

Vacuum high pressure quench furnaces

Reliable Production- We produce what we promise,

Atmosphere control lab facilities for accurate
hardness testing

Cost Saving Programs- By working with you to

analyze your needs, we can help you find the most
economical way to process your parts

We are committed to our customers by investing in
innovations and the latest and best equipment to
provide superior products

A family owned and operated business that prides

Proven Solutions- With over six decades of working

the best-trained and supported in the industry. They
are the key to our history of customer satisfaction

you can count on it

itself on a long history of responsiveness to our
customers
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website and get answers or help with your technical
questions
minimize distortion to brazing or special packaging,
we will work with you to provide the special service
that you need

no discoloration, vapor, degreasing, white glove
handling of your parts, special racking to protect your
parts, proven track record for your medical or
aerospace parts

with our customers to solve their problems we have
developed a responsive experience, and a portfolio
of proven solutions.
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800-423-4328
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